NEW YORK CITY: Gay Activists Alliance and NFA have produced a TV variety show to be broadcast over cable TV in Rochester.

CINCINNATI OH: Greater Cincinnati Gay Society has three legal battles currently in progress. One involves an attempt to overturn city and state laws oppressive to gays, another involves a million dollar civil suit against a bank, and no if two force Ohio officials to cancel the organization's state license. Another challenge in a case involving oral sodomy with an adult to their homes by offering the adults to their homes by offering the

BUFFALO NY: Mattachine Society has applied to the Internal Revenue Service for tax exempt status. Grantor of such status will allow individuals to deduct contributions from their personal income tax.

NEW YORK CITY: A Gay play "I've Always Desired in VAIN" has opened in New York after picked reviews.

PHILADELPHIA PA: Gay Activists invaded a local TV station in a protest over mistreatment of two Gay people who appeared on a local dance program.

NEW YORK CITY: One person was killed and another arrested in a one-day bank holdup attempt. One of the pair was despondent over the breakup of a long-term gay relationship.

WASHING DC: Victims said Lewis Adams gained personal income tax. San Diego is known for its conservative
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ANNOUNCEMENTS

* The GLF office is staffed M-F from 5:30-11 pm, and occasionally in the afternoon from 5:30-11 pm, and Sundays from 5:30-9:30 pm. Sunday meetings are held in Todd Union Music Lounge 7:30-11:30 pm on the University of Rochester campus. (Todd Union is on Alumni Road, off River Road.) Political Legal Action Committee meets at 7 pm Sundays.

* GLF needs volunteers! There is too much work being done by too few people. We need your help to defend our rights and interests. Call 275-6181 to volunteer for office work, newsletter, literary magazine, arts, or social events, or other activities. Call 275-6181.

* Material is being solicited for a new edition of our literary magazine. Bring stories, poems, artwork, or opinions to meetings or mail to the GLF office.

* If you have not received your copy of the summer literary edition of the Empty Closet, phone 275-6818, or pick one up in the box.

* Let us mail the Empty Closet to you regularly.

* Announcements are happening that you can't wait to miss. And you'll help us in our effort to communicate with the Gay community. Phone 275-6818, or write to box 6913, Rochester, N.Y. 14627.

* The GLF office will soon have a telephone answering machine which will also record messages. This should greatly improve our service to the community.

* Those growing in size, now meet, and work to improve our services. Call 275-6818.
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